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11.2-1 PLANE DEFECT'S IN GaSe CRYSTALS. 
By V.A. Goncharov, D .. E. Balova, Cr.L. Bc?lentkii, 
Yu.A .. Ossipyan, E.V .. Suvorov , Institute of Solid 
State Physics, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 
Chernogolovka, USSR 

The investigation of defects in cr: . .rstals of layer 
1 alti ce semi conductors is of intet~est, si nee most 
properties of energy spectra (phonon, electron, 
exciton) of these essentially anisotropic materials 
can be explair1ed by the infl ucnce of defccls .. 
Particul arl ~I GaSe cr~{stals display strips of 
stacking faults ranging fr-om 0.25 p..m to 1.2 1-~nJ in 
width (Z.S.Basinski, D .. B.Dove, E.Mooser, JAppl. 
Phys., 1963, vol.J4, N 3, 4,62-478) v,:hich are 
apparently very-- essential in formation of energy 
spectrum. GaSe crystals are readily defot~med 
along the basal plane and onl).,. plane pile-ups of 
dislocations are obser\.'ed under defot~mation. The 
1 a.tter together with the Burgers vectors are con
to.ined in bas.:d planes only. VVc have m<1de un 
attempt to stimulate creation of other possible 
dislocation configurations in the conditions vvhen 
the energy of Ct stacking f,:utll gr:.•ncrntiun in n. 
basal plane growS. 
For this purpose deformation vvas performed by t11e 
four-point bend method al 'L:2<::1 I< of liquid hetium. 
Visual obsen.lation of a GaSe specimen subjected 
to bend at 4.2° K re;,/eal ed bands on the faces~ 
parallel and normal to the layers~ simil UT to slip 
dis! ocati on bt~nds. ·Tfle bet nels in the IK1.sn! pl nne 
were oriented o.long (112o) 011d lhe .:Jssumecl slip 
plane \Vas inclined to the basal plan e. The el ec
tron microscopy U!lD.l ysis shovved thul lhe 
stacking fault strips ;;~,;ere 10 times less in \Vi dill 
than afler deform<1tion .:..1t 300° 1..::.. Dis! ocali on con
figurations \vere obser-.red cd so in the planes 
inclined to the basal plane. These configurations 

made up of the dislocations boultcl by· stacking 
faults of 0.05-0.02 f).m ln ;.,.-..ridth vvere stable under 
the action of an electron beam, unlike the basal 
ones, arising at 300° 1Z and easily migrating. 
Under sufficiently long uclion of un electron bc,:lm 

the stac!·dng fault v1.:idth slO\·vly increased. A 
detailed study CJf this structure vvets impossible 
because of its rust unnoCJ.l in g. '1-'he oricnlulion uf 
the assumed non-basal slip plane corresponds to 
the first order pyramidal slip plane in hexagonul 
metals. Analogous dislocation configurations 
appeared under shear defot·mo.lion performe-d .:1l 
the hydrostatic pt~essure of 11 kbar. T'he stacking 
fault strip width vvas also 10 times less approxi
mate! y. It can be nssumed lhctl lhc non-U.:1scd 
slip occurred as vvell. 

11.2-2 T'rlE DEv"ELOPMENT OF DISLOCATION S'lRJC-
TURE DURING BENDDTG OF GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE. By 
P.Paufler,O.Boehnke,K.Jurkschat and G.Wagner, 
Wissenschaftsbereich Kristallographie,Sektion 
Chemie,Karl-Mar:x:-Universitat,Leipzig,G.D.R. 

Sulphur doped LEC GaP (001) wafers were exam
aned by high-temperature polarizing microscopy 
and by transmission electron microscopy during 
and/or after 4-point and/or 3-point bending at 
rtemperatures between room temperature and 640 

-°C.By in-situ defamation experiments the me
chanism of dislocation fomation at surface 
~rregularities as a function of temperature 
has been investigated.The contrast of disloca
tions due to stress-induced birefringence is 
sufficient up to 400°0 for observation of ind~ 
vldual dislocations.At temperatures above 500 
°C dislocation half loops which quickly run 
into the bulk crystal are fomed at surface 
scratches.Small cracks open at lower tempera
tures.Slip band offset and slip band density 
measurements show that sources emit a constant 
number of dislocations and an increase of 
bending angle is accomplished by a decrease of 
the avera~e sli~ band distance.An example of 

an active dislocation source at microdefects 
is presented.Burgers vectors and dislocation 
line directions of 1200 individual disloca
tions have been determined.During bending dis
locations arrange themselves mainly parallel 
and perpendicular to the bending axis ~.Dislo
cations parallel to ~ are mainly 60° disloca
tions,those inclined to ~are 30° and 0° dis
locations.The macroscopic curvature is smaller 
than expected from Nye's law (J.F.N'ye,Acta 
met.1953,1,153).GaP deforms macroscopically 
by {111}slip.Moreover,{1ooj ,{110],and {113} 
slip planes have been identified on a micro

scopic scale. 


